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INTRODUCTION
Recent terrorist attacks directly targeted the European transport system (Thalys – 21 August 2015,
Brussels metro and airport – 22 March 2016). Public opinion is now particularly concerned, and
companies as well as institutions have started to act to improve the security of the transport system.
Major initiatives have been adopted by the European Commission (see, among others the new
European Agenda on Security 2015-2020 to support better cooperation between Member States in the
fight against terrorism, organised crime and cybercrime), yet the actions that have been taken by the
different Member States in the area of security in the immediate aftermath of the terrorist attacks are
not always consistent.
An airport style approach to security would not be feasible for rail transport because of its intrinsic
nature: it is a mass transit system with several access points on the route and it is highly integrated
within the urban environment. Furthermore, in the railway sector – unlike in aviation and maritime
transport – there is currently no legal basis for imposing EU measures on passenger security, and very
detailed, prescriptive rules on security are not desirable. Soft measures to improve land transport
security such as facilitating cooperation and exchange of best practices have been favoured, for
instance thanks to the LANDSEC expert group and open discussions on rail passenger security (see,
for instance, the conference held on May 10th on this topic). However, measures recently adopted by
different Member States are creating a tension between the legitimate need to guarantee rail
passenger security and the ultimate goal of establishing a Single European Railway Area (SERA) with
common rules for the sector across the EU.
The aim of the 13th Florence Rail Forum is to look at the most controversial aspects creating a tension
between increasing the level of security and market opening in the railway sector. While we
acknowledge that there is no one-size-fits-all approach to rail security in Europe, we will try to identify
some common aspects that could and even should be dealt with at the European level. Following the
usual format of the Florence Forums, in each session speakers and participants will have the chance to
contribute to the discussion moderated by Prof Matthias Finger (École polytechnique fédérale de

Lausanne and European University Institute). Representatives of the European Commission, of major
stakeholders as well as academics will engage in the discussion.
The Forum will look at four different aspects of railway security and their possible impact on the SERA
and the competiveness of the sector.

PROGRAMME
08.30 - 09.00

Introduction to the Forum
Matthias Finger | FSR-Transport, EUI and of Chair MIR, EPFL
Carlos Mestre Zamarreno | European Commission, DG MOVE, Unit Security

09.00 - 10.30

What can be done to improve security?
Frank Miram | Deutsche Bahn
Andrea Pepato and Immacolata Lamberti | Ansaldo STS
Round Table Discussion

10.30 - 10.45

Coffee break

10.45 - 12.45

What can be done to adjust and improve the security level of
infrastructure?
Victor Vaugoin | ÖBB
Olof Kjellstrom | Jernhusen
Luigi Rucher | Thales Italia/UNIFE
Round Table Discussion

12.45 - 13.45

Lunch break

13.45 - 15.30

What can be done to improve staff training and to raise awareness
among passengers?
Anne-Laure Le Merre | UITP
Maria Cristina Fiorentino | FS Italiane/COLPOFER
Marco Gariboldi | European Passengers Federation
Kenji Murasaki | East Japan Railway Company
Round table discussion

15.30 - 15.45

Coffee break

15.45 - 16.45

How should responsibility be distributed? Who should regulate and how?
Sarah Laouadi | SNCF
Round table discussion

16.45 - 17.00

Conclusion
Matthias Finger | FSR-Transport, EUI and Chair of MIR, EPFL
Carlo Mestre Zamarreno | European Commission, DG MOVE, Unit Security

